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MUSIC PHOTOGRAPHY
I have been working as a music photographer since 2001 and 

have been cooperating closely with many bands in the rock, 

metal and gothic genre but also open to any other music style 

as I love documenting the energy and the passion of music . I 

am also available for events, tour and studio documentations, 

band promo photos, musician portraits and instrument 

endorsement photos. 
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 Live Photography 
My motto has always been “in  the eyes of music”, visualising the 

energy of a concert in a photo!  I love catching the  heat of the 

moment and I have been taking photos for many magazines, 

music labels and bands  at over 1000 concerts overall.

SERVICES
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  Band photos
Do you want to show your band in a creative and special way? 

I am  open to band photosessions creating special promotional 

photography that can be used to showcase your band in 

magazines, press releases, album booklets and more! 

SERVICES
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 Musician Portraits
I love taking musician portraits that shows the artistic and creative 

spirit of a  person. Portraits can transport a  more intimate setting 

than complete band photos and are also ideal for experimenting.

I am open to all creative approaches. 

SERVICES
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Tour, backstage, rehearsal and studio 
documentations
I can follow your band backstage, on tour, in 

the recording studio or during rehearsals to 

catch candid and unique shots for your fans. 
Endorsement photos. 
I am also offering to take photos for your 

instrument endorsement and sponsors. 

SERVICES
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Do you want something out of the ordinary, a bit crazy or 

different? I am open to your suggestions! 

ANYTHING ELSE?
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Ideas and Communication
I see every photosession as something special, a piece of art. Before the 

session we will talk about your band, about your style and how you like 

to be presented on the pictures as the band photos have to fit the style of 

your music. Of course I like crazy ideas and unusual things but this doesn’t 

work for every band. I will give you instructions during the session on how 

to pose, where to look or what to do as I will have a certain composition 

and idea in my head. Communication is very important during the 

session, from you and from me, so just talk to me if you have an idea or 

also if anything makes you feel uncomfortable.

Location
If you know a good location already or have a specific wish or idea 

where we can take photos that is great! Think of the style you want to 

realise, should it be something more modern, a nature setting, something 

old and vintage, a cool industrial location or a neutral place or photo 

studio? Depending on what you would like we can then work out the best 

location for the photoshoot. Ideally we will have a location which allows 

for diverse backgrounds so we can take a wider range of photos.

Styling
Think about the clothing style and if you want to get changed during the 

session. It is also no problem to bring a make-up artist for your styling. 

WORKING WITH ME



I’m a professional photographer established in the music industry as live 

photographer since I began my career in 2001. As time passed I 

started working in the tourism industry doing more travel and interior 

photography and I kept expanding my photo skills as freelancer. My 

pictures have been featured in high profile magazines and on music album 

covers. 

I offer a wide range of services including photography for weddings, 

music, events, pets, travels, real estate and hotels.

CAROLINE TRAITLER



CONTACT ME

CAROLINETRAITLER .NET

CAROLINETRAITLER@GMAIL .COM

NORWICH,  UNITED KINGDOM


